
eHomes  -  Selling

Sale  and  Closing  Calendar

We’ve  Found  a  Buyer

for  Your  Home!
Now our work begins to move
your home to SOLD.

We handle all the details for your escrow with
your buyer.

We oversee inspections, title, and follow
disclosure laws.

We oversee the appraisal and loan process.

Our goal is to protect you in the process of
selling your home.

At the end you’ll be happy you called eHomes
for Service and Savings!

Escrow opened and escrow number assigned
Buyer’s money deposited in escrow
Copies of contract to seller
Copies of contract to selling agent
Copies of contract in o!ce "le
Sales "le established and checklist put in "le
Earnest money recorded in trust book
Sales "le completed
Escrow instructions drawn and returned to escrow
Seller letter outlining dates mailed to seller
Purchase letter outlining dates mailed to buyer
Title policy ordered
Title report received and reviewed
Physical inspection scheduled
Geological inspection scheduled if applicable
City inspection scheduled
Inspection reports reviewed
Seller and buyer agree on inspection repairs
Inspection contingencies removed
Smoke detector compliance noted

Earthquake book delivered to buyer
Flood and seismic hazards documents 
signed by buyer and seller
Lender called for weekly updates
Appraisal scheduled
Market sale comparable prepared for 
appraiser
Weekly lender updates communicated 
to seller
Follow up on appraisal completion
Loan approval con"rmed
Loan documents signed
Deed package completed by seller
Seller instructions returned to escrow
Remind seller to cancel utilities
Buyer instructions returned to escrow
Close of escrow
All keys delivered to buyer
Proceeds delivered to seller
Assist seller in purchase of another home

“We wanted to let you 
know how much we 
appreciate your e!orts in 
the sale of our home. I am 
glad that you stood by us to 
negotiate for the full price 
we were asking. Thank you 
for standing "rm and 
having con"dence in the 
price we were asking. I 
believe your marketing 
approach enabled us to get 
extraordinary visibility 
that no other realtor would 
have provided.”
-Cort & Mary


